Introduction
Obesity and overweight are regarded be the most common metabolic disorders and an important disease of the recent decades. Obesity is the predisposing factor of most non-contagious diseases, which allotted a considerable contribution of diseases and disabilities. Since 1977, WHO has announced obesity as a major problem in developed and developing countries (1) . Different studies have been carried out to examine the dimensions and spread of this phenomenon. These studies indicate the high incidence of obesity, overweight, and abdominal obesity in different parts of Iran with obesity rate reported greater for women than man (2) (3) (4) (5) . To prevent most diseases and obesity-induced disorders in nationwide, we have felt that implementation of applied researches to recognize the prevalence patterns of this phenomenon as the most important rubric in health science researches. Drawing the geographic maps to recognize the grounding reasons and related data for obesity can be the first stop. In fact, disease mapping is a collection of statistical methods, which is applied to gain careful estimates of incidence of mortality or disease, and to compile them in geographic maps (6) . Disease mapping has a long history in epidemiology, which may be defined as the estimation and presentation of summary measures of health outcomes. Disease mapping are valuable tools to determine the regions with high risk of infliction, which need therapeutic or intervention programs. In the problems of disease mapping, disease distribution has a spatial form. To find the deviation from the expected value of disease in the society and determine the regions, which have risk higher than the expected one, are the goals of mapping. Traditionally, Standardized Mortality Ratio (SMR) was used for the disease map presentation, but has many drawbacks. It is the ratio estimate of observed and expected, which yield produce large changes in estimate while small changes in expected value. Furthermore, when a minimum expectation is found, the SMR will be very large, so this SMR is a saturated estimate of relative risk (7) . Therefore, crude risks are not trusty values to map the diseases since they are inaccurate in very small regions, also rates with large chance variation tend to highlight the map and such map does not yield meaningful/useful interpretation (8) . Disease mapping has a long history in epidemiology as part of the classic triad of person/place/time. John snow, 19 th century used point map technique to investigate the epidemics of plague in London (9) . The scattering of data and possible correlation of the observed data in adjacent regions is a great barrier for which formulating data in Bayesian hierarchical model has been proposed. Model-based disease mapping (Bayesian) predict the local area risks ensemble in an optimal way, separate systematic variability from random noise and produce clean maps from random noise and any outcomes of population variation (10). Clayton and Kaldor proposed the hierarchical models and related empirical Bayesian inference for standardized mortalities when there is a spatial correlation between the observations in neighboring regions (11) . In the recent years, different spatial models have been proposed for hidden hierarchical levels. Since the nearby regions have the same rates of disease or mortality, the spatial pattern must be considered in map parameter's estimation. Therefore, to evaluate such cases, Bayesian method has been proposed, which incorporates the information related to deaths and the cases observed in each region and that related to relative risks of the whole region in terms of the prior distribution (6) . In another word, in the Bayesian spatial models, the purpose is to obtain the smooth estimates of odds ratio (OR). Bayesian hierarchical models are typically used to produce such maps, where the spatial pattern in disease risk is represented by a set of random effects. These random effects are often assigned by a conditional autoregressive (CAR) prior (12-13). There have been carried out some studies via Bayesian methods like mapping geographical variations related to acute heart infarcts, Parkinson, the diabetes type I (6). Due to the lack of specific mapping health symptoms such as obesity through spatial Bayesian methods, we have set out to draw a geographical map based on Bayesian spatial method to recognize the pattern of obesity in Iran. The aim of this study was to produce accurate map of obesity based on estimated odds ratio in Iran.
Materials and Methods
The data on this study consist of the number of obese people in the population of provinces in terms of gender based on the latest published report of risk factors of non contagious diseases in 30 provinces in 2007 presented by the disease center of health, treatment and medical education of Iran (14) . Obesity and overweight evaluation have been, based on the criterion of WHO, the body mass index (BMI), obtained by dividing weight (kg) on height squared (m2). The index greater than 30 is considered the represent of obesity, in addition, the data on the location of each province expressed as the adjacency matrix, was used. 
Where
(the intercept) indicates the logarithm of global mean odds of the entire country. is the random effect specific to the region which shows the logarithm of remaining or unexplained odds ratio of obesity in the -th province. In fact, is considered to be the hidden risk factor effect. In addition, to consider spatial correlation between spatial effects of bi in neighboring provinces, the conditional auto regression was used and Monet Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) algorithm and gibes and Metropolis Hasting sampling was used for prior distribution. In these conditions, the estimation of prevalence of obesity in the -th province was calculated by:
an odds ratio, which is a ratio of the local area odds over the global mean odds (10) . The results of a Bayesian disease-mapping analysis are presented in the form of a map displaying a point estimate of the odds ratio for each province. The data analysis was carried by R and Open BUGS software. In addition, the required data in adjacency matrix were generated by Geo bugs software. Also we assessed MCMC convergence of all model parameters by trace plots and autocorrelation plots of the MCMC output after burn-in. Furthermore, we look at different diagnostics to check the convergence of an MCMC algorithm such as the Geweke's convergence diagnostic (Zscore). This is supported in the coda package in R. the result showed that the MCMC algorithm is convergent.
Results
The result of this study related to prevalence of obesity and obesity rank of the provinces are presented in Table 1 . Based on the findings, the greatest percentage of the obese people in all age ranges (15-64 yr) was in Mazandaran (17.8) The mapping of estimation of the obesity OR for men and women in the provinces, based on Bayesian spatial method and the results of Table 1 are presented in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . The results show that Bayesian spatial method can illustrate the odds ratio of obesity in the country geographically. The estimates of Bayesian spatial model are taken from 10000 iterations and the map is drawn through the mean of iterative estimates.
Discussion
With the emerge of medical and health data expressed in terms of geographical areas, the study of mapping diseases in small areas has been suggested as a new technique in geographical epidemiology (7) . As the geographical areas usually consist of populations with different sex and age structure, using crude estimates in drawing geographical maps is misleading. Today, mapping diseases are of great interest for health authorities, due to its significance to diagnose the risk factors. If we know a special disease occurs in some areas more than in others, we want to provide better medical facilities in these areas. Mapping spatial distributions of disease occurrence can serve as a useful tool for recognizing exposures of public health concern (13). Application of lately developed Bayesian hierarchical models facilitates the prediction of spatial patterns for recognizing areas in need and the estimation of risk associations for informed health service plan and resource allocation. In this article, we present such an application. Bayesian Conditional Autoregressive model is a disease mapping method, which is used for smoothening of the odds ratio. This model gives some shrinkage and spatial smoothing of the crud estimate, which gives a more stable estimate of the pattern of underlying risk of disease than that provided by the raw estimates. This method efficiently lends information from neighboring areas than from areas far away and smoothing local rates toward local, neighboring values. This reduces the variance in the related estimates and allows for the spatial effect of regional differences in Province populations (8) . This study discussed Bayesian spatial modeling and spatial smoothing of relative odds ratios where local information relevant to the rate odds for each individual province and global information relevant to the overall dispersion of the underlying spatial disease rates are integrated via a conditional autoregressive prior. We used Bayesian spatial model to draw the geographical map of obesity in Iran in which the data related to observed cases of obesity in each province were determined by Logistic distribution. We incorporated the data of prevalence of the country summarized in prior distribution with the spatial pattern of observations to provide more accurate estimates for odds ratio of obesity so that a more trustworthy map could be obtained. In fact, one of the benefits of Bayesian spatial models is to estimate the auto correlations simultaneously by using fitted regression model parameters (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Many studies used classical and frequentist method to disease mapping (15, 16) . The Bayesian allows the modeling of both sources of over dispersion, heterogeneity and spatial dependence or clustering in the model (17) ; however, it is not independent of selected prior distribution (15) . The limitation of the study is absence of registered auxiliary variables such as lifestyle to adjust the odds ratio of obesity. We used, Open BUGS and R to calculate the items. It is worthy to state that there is not any possibility of comparing our findings with other studies. The studies carried out in Iran have focused on the incidence of cardio-vascular diseases and obesity factors with a few paying attention to drawing geographical maps of disease based on statistical techniques. Gharibzadeh et al., tried to draw the nationwide map of Acute Flaccid Paralysis by using mixture models (18) . Mehrabi et al. drew the map of relative mortality of infants under one year in rural areas by using Bayesian methods and maximum 
Conclusion
In this study, the geographical distribution of obesity was drowning so that regions at high risk of obesity are considered for the main prerequisite of managerial decision making and planning in health system. The results can be used to allocate the resources for different regions of the country to offer the health services more accurately. These maps can be used to determine the factors related to diseases in epidemiologic studies.
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